X-Title Extractor(XTE)
XTE allows to extract (sub)titles from a FCPXML project file.
The result can be saved to a Subrip SRT or a Spruce STL text file. With FCPX versions below 10.1 there
are limitations of the current FCPXML.
You can use my TitleExchange application to convert the Subrip SRT or Spruce STL to quite a lot of other
formats.
An additional option is to use my free psTitles which will convert the STL into editable "Layered TIFFs" by
using the scripting abilities of Adobe's PhotoShop.
Depending of your system configuration, some features might be available or not available. If you got Final Cut X and Motion nearly all features are available. If you got the FCPXML from one of your coworkers
and the (sub)title template is not installed in your user directory the application can't analyze the template.
This is the same if Apple's Final Cut X is not installed. If Apple's Motion is not available, the preview within
Motion obviously can't work.

Some thoughts about handling subtitles within FCPX - some of them apply to other NLEs as well.
You need to know about the 'Safe Zones'. There is 'Action Safe' and 'Title Safe'; both of those depend on
the delivery format.
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So if for example you work within a 16:9 project and the final out also should be delivered as 4:3 format,
you may have to think about the 'Safe Zone' for 4:3 the subtitles - if the display is cropped left and right. If
not cropped and display uses black bars the size of the titles will appear smaller - you have to make a
compromise.
If the project is for the Web maybe nothing applies. Other delivery formats may require a 'maximum characters per line' and so on.
All of the above applies (more or less) to burned in subtitles - but there are many cases where there are
no burnt in subtitles are needed since and they are created on the fly based upon the application/
hardware (Web, DVD, BluRay etc.) or the receiver/server (broadcast and digital cinema).
In any case there might be the need to do subtitles for different needs - for example for the hearing impaired. For hearing impaired people subtitles like *loud music*, *many people talking in spanish* or something like that are needed - and there are often a lot of subtitles related on sounds for this group of people
to understand the story. The hearing impaired do need a subtitle for everything and also the timing of the
subtitles could differ compared to subtitles which only display a translation of the spoken language. The
not hearing impaired people don't need sounds to be described with subtitles - this visually would disturb
them while viewing a movie.
As subtitles always disturb the underlying movie you have to edit and time them carefully.
Final Cut X comes with hundreds of title effects -- unfortunately none of them really matches the settings
for subtitles. Basically subtitles should be aligned centered horizontally and vertically to the bottom.
If you own Apple's Motion you can easily create one by your own.
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After the application is launched the main window appears.

The "Titles" box do give you initially a survey over all titles found. Once the import is done the "Time Collision Buttons" allow to find overlapping subtitles,
The "Roles" box allows to list, change or add roles for a subtitle or a group of them.
The "Select Title Type" box allows to list subs with a selected title generator
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To change the import settings use the menu "XTE -> Preferences", hit "cmd-,"

The Export Type allows to set up the format of the exported text file and the optional export of a chapter
file.
FCPXML created by FCPX versions below version 10.1 unfortunately does not support the transport of
any individual settings you have applied to your titles.
It just puts timing, a reference to the clip it's attached to on the primary storyline, transitions and the actual
text into the XML.
With the old XMLs this version of the app tries to do a rough analyze of the Motion title generators used
within your "Project FCPXML".
It searches for the '.moti' XML files on your hard drive. If they are found it will read them and the application will search for the font name and font size of each used template.
The font name in Motion depends on the style you have chosen in Motion for the font family; i.e. GillSans
with style Bold will be GillSans-Bold. XTE will look at the ending of the font name and retrieve a normally
used font style from there. Styles are "Plain", "Bold", "Italic" and "Bold Italic" all other 'style extensions' are
ignored.
You can ignore the Motion XML settings at all and do your own global setting (which can be changed for
single title or group of titles later). You also can use selective settings of the Motion XML - it is recommend to ignore the font size.
Using XML version 1.3 from FCPX version 10.1 or higher does allow to read the settings for each title.
One important note!
While retrieving font settings only the upper (highest level) text entry will be analyzed.
Also each title will be merged - regardless of how many text entries are possible - into one subtitle.
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Once you have opened a FCPX project XML the actual main window will appear with all titles listed.

It will show the subtitles with an ID, TC In, TC Out, the actual text, transition s (in frames), amount of possible text entries of your Motion Template, possible collisions, the role, the FX name. Also time collisions
are noted - the little caution icon will appear.
If there no collision found the collision-related buttons and display displays wont show up.
The ID's may look unsorted. They show the order (based upon time) they appear within the project or with
the selected role - which might not be continuos.
If there are time collisions, pressing the "Find Collision Titles" will show overlapping subtitles depending
on the role you have selected.
Subs which might collide with others will be marked as in the picture above in the "Collision" column. Due
to the way the app does the search the title in the row before the marked clip is the one the collision happens with. The marked clip starts before the other ends.
With those colliding titles there are two options now.
You either remove the "collision items" or apply a new role. To remove the item from the table just click
the title(s) and hit the "Remove Selected Collision Title". If you remove a title from the selection a new role
will be applied internally - this role is not saved to the XML.
The other option is to apply a new role to the title. To create a new role hit the "Add Role" button. You also
may select the affected titles before doing that. This new role is saved to the FCPXML file.
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To apply a new role (regardless wether there is a time collision or not) do the following.

Hit "Add Role" and the following panel pops up. The popup follows the iTunes languages.

!
But you always can enter your custom role

!
You can apply this to the selected titles and add this role to the current role list, or just add it to the the
current role list.
Applied roles will be saved to the FCPXML file.
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The role of the selection is changed and the role list is updated - both for the "Change role for selected
titles" and "Select roles" popups.

Now you can use the "Select roles" for example 'English-1" and the table will show only those titles with
that role
The collision detection will run again again to check for overlapping titles you may have missed.
With the example the table collection will display only the "English-1" titles.
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Going thru the titles either using the crtl - arrow up or crtl - arrow down keys or just selecting a title will
display the titles text in the text field of the "Title box". Also selected font, font size, font style , alignment,
fade in and fade out are shown - fades are only calculated if there is a fade attached to the title within Final Cut X, fades within the template can't be retrieved at the moment
You can change text, font, font size, font style, fades and alignment for each title.
This can be done for a group of selected titles as well.
The text field will use the OS X build in spelling correction, so you can see typing errors.
When changing the text also you can use all the functions you get implemented in the Spruce STL. So
you can use ^I, ^B, ^U to change/toggle the style of parts of the text.
But be aware of about the ^I, ^B, ^U toggling for style.
^I = Italic, ^B = Bold, ^U = Underline -- you can use any combination of these control characters.
Examples STL:
Source style is 'Plain'
Original Text is as below:
Titel 3
mit zweiter Zeile
Changing to the below …
Titel 3
^Imit zweiter Zeile^I
… will create the below for applications like DVD Studio Pro or other apps which can read Spruce STL
Titel 3
mit zweiter Zeile

Setting the popup to "Italic" will create
Titel 3
mit zweiter Zeile

When you got your subtitles edited in one or the other way you can export them to a Subrip SRT or
Spruce STL file which can be used by many other applications like my TitleExchange. From there you can
go to implement subtitles in the way you need.
But again be aware that because of FCPX's trackless behavior there can be a lot of timecode collisions.
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Additionally there are options to view the Motion titles - change the role or even change them itself,
which might be dangerous.

If you have the title template installed and got Motion installed the "Open in Motion" button will open the
title type in Motion.

You can preview how the title works and think about what settings you should use for the export. You also
could change the settings there if it is 'user - based' template, but that is not recommended right now - and
not handled by XTE right now.
The other option is to press the "Preview" button. This will open the Preview application (if installed) and will
show you a kind of 'principle view' of the style of the chosen template.
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Organize your work very carefully when working with subtitles in FCPX.
Learn how to handle roles for this special case!

Versions:
1.0.0 first release.
1.0.2 release with more features.
1.2.5 FCPX 10.1.x compatible, SRT export added.
Known issues:
"Remove Selected Title from Selection" is a bit confusing.
As always there might be other unknown issues.
Fine print:
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so you may have to wait for a few days to get a response. But I'll do my best.
Download XTE for OS 10.6 +
Even though the app is free you might think about a donation.
Make a donation
System Requirements:
•
Apple PPC/Intel (the faster the better).
•
1024 MB RAM (more = better), enough space for virtual memory
•
MacOS X 10.6 +
For further information contact:
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel@spherico.com
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